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As a cheap, local, abundant, and fire-resistant resource, burnt coals from industrial 
heating furnaces and steel production were a popular aggregate for concrete structures 
prior to the gradual standardization of stone-concrete rebar-reinforced flat slab floor 
systems over the first half of the 20th century. Lightweight and plentiful by comparison 
to high-density stone aggregates, cinders served as filler in mostly non-structural 
applications and as a fire-resistant encasement over steel framing. The growth and 
diversification of steel building products in the years between 1880 and World War 
II spawned an equally diverse set of responses to the challenges of framing floors 
between steel members. Designers and builders experimented with twisted wire mesh, 
expanded, and corrugated metal sheeting, cylindrical and arched tile units, steel rod 
reinforcement and precast cinder concrete elements. They also designed around city 
codes that stipulated fire-resistance performance standards following catastrophes 
such as the Great Chicago Fire of 1871, and the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and 
subsequent fire. While cinder concrete is inseparable from the notion of fire-protection 
in buildings during this period, builders used it because of its cheapness, lightness, 
and its ability to fill the gaps left by various systems spanning steel beams. Yet despite 
its immediate benefits, the defects associated with cinder concrete led to its eventual 
demise. Gathered as a second-hand material from a variety of industrial settings, 
cinder aggregates contain varying degrees of carbon and sulfur which decreased fire 
resistance and caused ferrous reinforcement to corrode.
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